
You bring out the love in me (Key of G)

/1  / 6-  /4  / 5  /1  / 6-  /4  / 5 / 

/1                         /6-         /4 /5
--- You tell me I assume too much ----- I’m too possessive, out of touch
/1 /6-                 /4 /5
--- with all the things that crowd your mind ----- I never meant to be unkind 
       /1             /1+            /4       /4-
But you --- bring out the love in me so strong --- it’s big enough to keep me  
 /1             /5 /1 /5
Hoping that we’ll always be together 

/1                         /6-         /4 /5
But I -- really learnt a lot since then ---- and now I realise where I’ve been
/1 /6-                 /4 /5
--- in a world of make believe ---- I should’ve known when to leave 
       /1             /1+            /4       /4-
But you --- bring out the love in me so strong --- it’s big enough to keep me  

/1             /5             /1 /1
Hoping that we’ll always be together

/3(7)                           /6-  /4                     /1
--- You tell me that it makes you scared to think how people care
  /6-                 /5               /4                         /5
You wonder why they talk of love -- and want to have you near
       /1              /1+           /4       /4-
well – I can’t speak for everyone --- they’ve got their reasons and I’ve got one

/1               /5 /1 /5
It’s just that you bring loving out in me 

(Instrumental verse – repeat bridge)

/1                         /6-         /4 /5
--- I still recall the times we shared ----- times in laughter times in tears 
/1 /6-                 /4 /5
--- but I don’t want to make you sore --- it’s just a song and nothing more
       /1             /1+            /4       /4-
But you --- bring out the love in me so strong --- it’s big enough to keep me  

/1             /5(7)              /1 /5
Hoping that we’ll always be together


